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March at Cooyal
Well March has come and gone and we managed another shoot at Cooyal in very pleasant conditions. The main match comprised four distances being 300, 500 , 700 and 900 yards. All
shot on steel with no offhand this time around.
As is the norm when we turn up, there was some work to be done but thankfully having been
at the same range only a month earlier, the grass wasn’t as high and the clubhouse was tidy.
The water pump which had been left connected to facilitate a faster water draw was put to work
and filled the header tank in short order. The generator
kicked over first go and our ‘home away from home’ was
up and running.
Bill Sherman put in some serious time on the mower and
with some brush-cutting done on the main target butt and
the shooting lines by Ken Brown and myself, the stage was
set.
Present for the weekend were your Secretary Paul McCarthy, Bill Sherman, Gary Vandersluis, Ken Brown, Ken
Hawes, Dan MacDonald, Peter Tooley, Rod McQueen and
yours truly.
Targets comprised the 2ft diamond at 300, a 3ft diamond at 500, a 3ft square at 700 and our
trusty Buffalo at the 900 yd mark. 10 shots for score
with 3 to 5 sighters depending on the distance. With a
total of 40 pts up for grabs… this is how it panned out.
Under way about 9am on the Saturday we started at
300 yds on the smaller diamond with Rod, Dan Mac,
Ken B and myself on 10, Gary V, Peter Tooley & Paul
Mc on 8 and Ken H , Bill S on 6. Moving back for the
500 and again Dan Mac scored the only 10 with others
three on 9 and two on 8. We broke for lunch before attempting the 700
and again Dan
Mac held the lead
with 9 followed
by Bill S on 5 and the rest of us picking up what we
could. We followed this with a set up of some silhouettes
and then a trip to the Cooyal hotel for an early dinner.
This followed by a movie (and some popcorn for some)
and a good nights sleep.
Sunday morning we were on the range and shooting
shortly after 8.30 and though there was a change in the
names, no one
could chip away
at Dan Macs lead from the day before. Scores at 900
were Paul Mc with 7, Ken B with 6 and Dan Mac with 5.
Scores overall were Dan MacDonald on 34, Ken Brown
on 28 ( & 2 x rats ! ) with a tie for third between Paul Mc
& Gavin D on 25.
A good weekend and hopefully to be matched in April at
Cooyal for the ‘mini Quigley’.
In the mean time…stay safe…stay well and I’ll see you
when my sights are down.
Gavin D

Dan MacDonald, seen here getting his prize
from President Gavin put in a performance
at the Cooyal March Match that was hard to
beat with one miss in his first 30 shots.
Two possibles and a nine. Ken Brown was
second with Gavin and Paul McCarthy
(below right) tied for 3rd place.

Next Match
MINI QUIGLEY
Cooyal 24-25 April
Allow ammunition for six Stages of eight shots +
spares
Targets will be as close as we can get to the US match. All
off sticks except the 350 yard offhand

Range open from Lunchtime Friday
Details to follow
Self Cater. BBQ/Cooker/Microwave available
(May dine in Pub on Saturday)

We don’t often do free adverts but this listing is such fun to
skim. Click on the underlined text to see the full catalogue
or retype it
To the Secretary & all of your members,
Australian Arms Auctions P/L, Melbourne, are an auction house that presents to you & your
members a vast array of firearms at our bi-annual auctions. These items are predominately
from Shooters, Hunters & Collectors & offered to like-minded Buyers. We have been conducting auctions since 1993 with this being our 56th auction. Both Roland & Cheryl Martyn have
been at the helm for that entire period & have garnered invaluable expertise which we are able
to direct to both Buyers & Vendors alike.
Our auction will be proceeding as follows, along with the continued facility of “Live” bidding via the Platform of Leski Auctions
whom we have had a long & successful collaboration with. Please feel free to familiarise yourself with their website.

With your member benefits in mind, we ask if you will kindly forward our auction notification &
link to your members to enable them to peruse our current offerings for their “new” treasures.
Our A.56 auctions will be:-

Date:
Commencing Saturday 24th April 2021 at 10.00 am
Viewing: All welcome by appointment. Please contact us to arrange a convenient time Venue:
Unfortunately, this auction will NOT be held at our usual venue of The Hungarian
Club due to the current Covid 19 restrictions of social distancing restrictions.
Catalogues: Complete Online version is available on our website to view. https://
www.australianarmsauctions.com/april-2021-on-line-catalogue-1/
As always, we have planned for every contingency to facilitate a smooth process. Again, feel free to ask us directly should the
need arise.
Kind regards from us both, be safe, be well & enjoy the catalogue,l
Cheryl & Roland Martyn
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

P.O. Box 1142 Doncaster East Vic 3109
Roland Martyn (61) 0428 54 33 77
Cheryl Martyn - Admin: (61) 03 9848 7951
www.australianarmsauctions.com
email: admin@australianarmsauctions.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TRUE STORY HEARD ON A SASKATOON RADIO STATION
REPORTING THE INCIDENT.
A guy buys a new Lincoln Navigator from Merlin Motors in Saskatoon for
$62,500.00 (with monthly payments of $560.00).
He and a friend go duck hunting at Tobin Lake in mid-October; and of course, the
lake is frozen. These two guys go out on a lake with their GUNS, a DOG, and of
course the new NAVIGATOR.
They decide they want to make a natural-looking water area for the ducks, something for the decoys to float on.Now making a hole in the ice large enough to invite
a passing duck, is going to take a little more power than the average drill auger can
produce.
So, out of the back of the new Navigator comes a stick of dynamite with a short 40
second-fuse. Now our two Rocket Scientists, afraid they might slip on the ice while
trying to run away after lighting the fuse (and becoming toast, along with the Navigator), decide on the following course of action: they light the 40-second fuse; then,
with a mighty thrust, they throw the stick of dynamite as far away as possible.
Remember a couple of paragraphs back when I mentioned the NAVIGATOR, the
GUNS, and the DOG...???
Let's talk about the dog: A highly trained Black Lab used for RETRIEVING!!! Especially things were thrown by the owner. You guessed it: the dog takes off across the
ice at a high rate of speed and grabs the stick of dynamite, with the burning 40second fuse, just as it hits the ice.
The two men swallow, blink, start waving their arms and, with veins in their necks
swelling to resemble stalks of rhubarb, scream and holler at the dog to stop. The
dog, now apparently cheered on by his master, keeps coming.
One hunter panics grabs the shotgun and shoots the dog. The shotgun is loaded
with #8 birdshot, hardly big enough to stop a Black Lab. The dog stops for a moment, slightly confused then continues on. Another shot, and this time the dog,
still standing, becomes really confused and of course terrified, thinks these two geniuses have gone insane.
The dog takes off to find cover, under the brand new Navigator.
The men continue to scream as they run. The hot exhaust pipe on the truck touches the dogs rear end, he yelps, drops the dynamite under the truck and takes off
after his master.
Then''''''''''BOOOOOOOOOOOOM''''''''''!!!!
The truck is blown to bits and sinks to the bottom of the lake, leaving the two idiots standing there with...... 'I can't believe this just happened' looks on their faces.
The insurance company says that sinking a vehicle in a lake by illegal use of explosives is NOT COVERED by the policy.
He still had yet to make the first of those $560.00 a month payments...
In case you are wondering...The dog is okay.
It can’t be true can it? Probably. I counted to 40, slowly. It doesn’t take very long.

